
In an era of lowering incomes and escalating costs, it's not a surprise that many of Nigeria's enterprises have resorted to fixing the spot light on 
their existing cost structure.  Top of mind for most Chief Executive Officers and company executives is 'cost optimisation'- achieving improved 
performance through a reduction of costs.  The cliché “let's reduce costs'' has become, for most organisations, the panacea for curtailing 
underperformance and inefficiencies and for others it is about survival.  While by itself this is not a bad idea, the emphasis should be on 
achieving optimised costs the right way. 

The approach used by many leading Nigerian companies to       culture of continuous improvement through an Office of      capability related costs. Actually, reducing costs tied to your 
cut cost has, for the most part, been arbitrary. Their first port       Cost Control.      capabilities could have an adverse effect. The focus when using 
of call: man-power related costs; followed by large      this approach is always Discretionary Costs, i.e. costs that are   
organisational procurement costs. The sustainability of such      totally at management's discretion
short-term gains is questionable.

•  Sustainable – An effective approach would not just suspend 2. ‘Do better’: The focus is Process Simplification or Business 
There is no doubt that man power related costs should clearly      costs only to incur them later. This requires a disciplined &      Process Improvement. This is the approach to optimise your 
be an area of focus. However, in many instances a curtailed      methodical approach. It should not just address short-term      non-discretionary costs, particularly costs that: 'keep the light 
work force doesn't necessarily yield the desired long-term      needs or be a response to a recession. A long-term view      on' or are directly linked to your capabilities. It is concerned 
strategic effect.  Rather, the effect could be adverse to the      should be applied to cost management. It requires      with questions like: How can you improve these processes in 
organisation.  For example, disengaging full-time employees      embedding a cost savings culture in the organisation.      order to achieve cost savings? Are there processes in which you 
through what many organisations have come to call      are duplicating roles or duplicating activities? Are there 
'Voluntary Retirement' (VR) schemes involving large pay-outs •  Strategically aligned – A company's cost optimisation      processes that are too complex that can be simplified to 
to staff willing to opt-out of service only to re-engage them a      approach must align with its strategy. There is need to      eliminate errors and re-work? The question here is 'what can 
few years down.  Some of these personnel may be in key sales      redefine the cost structure to reflect the changing strategy of      we do better?'.
or technical roles that touch on the 'strategic capabilities' of      the business.
the organisation.  Suffice to say that no cost savings are 3. ‘Do with less’: The focus is usually on Infrastructure 
realized in the long-run, instead there is potential loss of •  Supported - Regardless of the approach to cost       Consolidation. This would cut across different infrastructure 
revenue and an increase in other expenses.      optimisation, it must be supported by the senior executives      within the business, but the top spends here are usually: IT 

     of the company and embraced by staff in general. The      infrastructure; and property costs. The following questions are 
Is there a trusted approach to cost savings? Yes, a disciplined      approach needs to be articulated, understood and fully      always relevant. Can you consolidate IT platforms, hardware, 
and methodical approach to cost will yield long term cost      supported.      infrastructure and data centres? Can you maximise space 
savings.      utilisation and/or identify asset disposal opportunities? The 

     big question when using this approach is 'how can I get the 
     same results but with less costs?'.

Organisations fail to achieve the cost savings they desire for 1.  ‘Do without’: The question here is 'what can we do without?' 
the following reasons:      and discretionary costs come to the fore. These are costs that 4.  ‘Do differently’: If we must do this, can we do it differently? 
?    Limited understanding of what it entails and a      are not directly linked to an organisations capabilities. An      Can we consolidate sourcing activities? Should we be in this 
      sustainable approach to execute–  experience in trusted       organisation's capability is a combination of its know-how,      line of business? Should we create a shared service centre for 
      methods to achieve cost savings would provide direction;      people, activities, processes.  In a nut-shell, it is what allows      certain activities? Will there be savings if we outsource some 
      and an independent view to new initiatives, existing          that business to successfully compete in the markets that      non-core processes and platforms? The answers to these 
      modus operandi, and assumptions for the future.      they serve. Costs that are directly linked to your capabilities      questions lead to initiatives that will impact on the 
      Identifying all the opportunities to achieve cost savings      are usually non-discretionary. You will therefore not get the      organisation's operating model. This is one of the reasons why 
      requires experience and expertise as most organisations      desired results if you apply the do without' approach to your      cost savings is all about strategy.  It is not arbitrary and it is 
      fail to completely identify the available opportunities to      definitely not a one-off decision. 
      save cost.

?    Lack of discipline – without conscious and consistent 
      cost management practices, and an in-depth  
      understanding of your operating costs baseline, there will 
      be difficulties in identifying, delivering and tracking cost 
      restructuring opportunities that impact the bottom line.

?    Focusing on the obvious only –repeatedly focusing on 
      low hanging fruit (discretionary spend) and percentage 
      cuts to large recurring expenditure prevents firms from 
      taking a holistic view in achieving cost savings.  Significant 
      opportunities exist when firms and large corporations 
      approach restructuring from a global view

?    Inability to demonstrate results – The ability to  
      demonstrate significant savings made is not always  
      straightforward. Tracking mechanisms would need to be 
      setup and on-going monitoring would be required. This 
      should also be embedded into granular details of the firm's 
      budget. 

?    Inadequate focus on cost management and control – An 
      organisation's spend culture must be addressed through 
      behavioural change, embedded reporting disciplines and a
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Statistically, a strategic approach to optimising costs results in savings of between 20 and 40%.
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When faced with economic uncertainty, management must consider the effect of the 
challenged economy on their business and their ability to succeed. Key questions to 
address are - "How do we preserve value?", “What should we do differently?".

Join us and other stakeholders as we explore practical steps to preserve value in these 
difficult times.
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